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ProgrammeProgramme

Introduction
HKEAA representative

SRR, Level Descriptors and Exemplars
HKEAA representative / Guest speaker 
(SRR Working Group member)

SBA
Guest speaker (SBA Working Group 
member)

Q & A Session
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Public AssessmentPublic Assessment

Public examination (70%)

Paper 1 (50%)

Paper 2 (20%)

SBA (30%)

Two physical activities (10% x 2)

Physical fitness (10%)
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Public ExaminationPublic Examination

Paper 1 (2¼ Hours)

36 MC Questions (40%)

10-14 Short Questions (60%)

Paper 2 (1¼ Hours)

3 Long Questions

Candidates should answer 2 out 3 

questions
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Sample PapersSample Papers

Sample papers developed in 2007

To be available in HKEAA webpage

Two PDPs in June and Oct 2008

Pilot testing
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StandardsStandards--Referenced Reporting (SRR)Referenced Reporting (SRR)

SRR

Standards developed for different level of 

performance of candidates

5 levels

5321U 4

cut scores
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StandardsStandards--Referenced Reporting (SRR)Referenced Reporting (SRR)

The standards are held constant

The percentage of candidates awarded 
a given level can vary across years

Level descriptors together with samples 
of performance can illustrate the 
standards
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SRR SRR –– Level DescriptorsLevel Descriptors

Level descriptors

Describe what typical candidates CAN DO, 

not what they cannot do

“On-average” statement for the batch of 

candidates at each level

May not apply precisely to individuals

Individual’s performance within a subject may 

span two or more levels

Informative to stakeholders
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PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)

Level 5
demonstrates comprehensive knowledge and 
understanding of the concepts in the Physical 
Education curriculum

evaluates critically theories and principles 
regarding self enhancement, body maintenance, 
and caring for the community from a variety of 
aspects

demonstrates excellent physical fitness and 
mastery of movement skills

evaluates individual/team tactics applied in various 
game/competition situations 
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PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)

Level 4

demonstrates sound knowledge and 
understanding of the concepts in the Physical 

Education curriculum 

analyses/applies theories and principles regarding 

self enhancement, body maintenance, and caring 

for the community to a variety of contexts

demonstrates good physical fitness and mastery 

of movement skills

analyses individual/team tactics applied in various 

game/competition situations 
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PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)

Level 3

demonstrates clear knowledge and understanding 
of the concepts in the Physical Education 

curriculum 

explains theories and principles regarding self 

enhancement, body maintenance, and caring for 

the community

demonstrates moderate physical fitness and 

mastery of movement skills

explains individual/team tactics applied in various 

game/competition situations 
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PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)

Level 2

demonstrates basic knowledge and understanding 
of the concepts in the Physical Education 

curriculum

describes theories and principles regarding self 

enhancement, body maintenance, and caring for 

the community

demonstrates basic physical fitness and mastery 

of movement skills

describes individual/team tactics applied in various 

game/competition situations 
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PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)PE Level Descriptors (DRAFT)

Level 1

demonstrates elementary knowledge and 
understanding of the concepts in the Physical 

Education curriculum

recalls elementary theories and principles 

regarding self enhancement, body maintenance, 

and caring for the community 

demonstrates minimal physical fitness and 

mastery of movement skills

identifies simple individual/team tactics applied in 

various game/competition situations 
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ExemplarsExemplars

Used to concretely demonstrate typical 
performances at each level

Obtained from pilot testing and library 
scripts of HKCEE PE
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ExemplarsExemplars

2007 HKCEE PE Q.26

Some developing countries in Africa are poor but still sponsor their 
athletes to participate in international sports events regularly.  
Discuss why these countries are still willing to support their 
athletes.

(5 marks) 
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 5Level 5
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 5Level 5

Comments

Showing comprehensive knowledge and understanding on 
the topic of social aspects of PE, sport and recreation.

Able to analyze the effects of “sponsoring athletes to take 
part in international sporting events” on different aspects 
including diplomatic relationships, economics and cultural 
exchange, with elaborated details.

The reasoning provided in the answer is clear, extensive and 
convincing. 
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 4Level 4
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 4Level 4

Comments

Showing sound knowledge and understanding on the topic 
of social aspects of PE, sport and recreation. 

Three valid points and two partial valid points on the social 
phenomenon have been mentioned.

Able to analyse the effects of “sponsoring athletes to take 
part in international sporting events” on different aspects 
including diplomatic relationships, economics and cultural 
exchange, with elaborated details.

The reasoning provided in the answer is broad and 
explanations are clear. 

Appropriate rationales are needed in arguing how tourism, 
self-confidence and self-assurance can be enhanced by 
sponsoring athletes. 
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 3Level 3
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 3Level 3

Comments

Showing clear knowledge and understanding on the topic of 
social aspects of PE, sport and recreation.

Three valid points on the social phenomenon have been 
mentioned and the explanations are clear.

Able to explain the effect of “sponsoring athletes to take part 
in international sporting events” on diplomatic relationship. 

The reasoning provided in the answer is adequate. 

Appropriate and comprehensive analysis is needed on each 
point. Some important aspects of the phenomenon are 

overlooked.
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 2Level 2
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 2Level 2

Comments

Showing basic knowledge and understanding on the topic of 
social aspects of PE, sport and recreation.

Two valid points on the social phenomenon have been 
mentioned and the explanations are clear.

Able to highlight the effect of “sponsoring athletes to take 
part in international sporting events” on a country’s economy. 

Additional points are needed to reason the social 
phenomenon completely and accurately. 
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 1Level 1
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 1Level 1

Comments

Showing minimal knowledge and understanding on the topic 
of social aspects of PE, sport and recreation.

One point on the social phenomenon has been mentioned 
and the explanation is basically clear.

Able to make a point relevant to the question and the 
explanation is basically clear. 

The answer provided is weak and minimal in completing the 
question. 
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ExemplarsExemplars

HKDSE PE Sample Paper 2 Q.3 (Modified) 

Jenny is a 30-year-old office lady who lives in a physically inactive lifestyle.  She is obese with a BMI index 30.  

And she has an unhealthy eating habit. Recently, she attends a programme organised by a physical fitness 

centre.  This programme aims at improving participants’ physical fitness by means of aerobic exercises and 

balanced diets.

(a) State the FOUR health-related physical fitness elements and state ONE test for assessing each of 

them.

(4 marks)

(b) State and explain FOUR dietary habits that are regarded as unhealthy.
(4 marks)

Jenny accidentally falls on the ground during exercising.  She suffers great pain in her ankle and cannot even 

stand. She has sprained her ankle and the injured ankle grows red swells.

(c) State and explain FOUR immediate measures to cure Jenny and explain ONE reasons why red 
and swelling are common in sprained ankles.

(5 marks)

(d) The physical fitness centre is obligated to provide a safe exercise environment to participants.  

State and explain THREE precautions the centre has to take to minimize the chance of sports 

accidents.
(3 marks)
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 5Level 5
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 5Level 5

Comments

Showing comprehensive knowledge and understanding on 
the theme of Body Maintenance which covers Human Body, 
Fitness and Nutrition, and Sport Injuries.

Provide solid answers to the question. Able to list the 
physical fitness components and the corresponding 
assessment tests. Able to list and explain unhealthy dietary 
habits. Able to list and explain measures to cure the patient; 
and the precautionary safety measures.

Able to make reference to relevant theories and principles to 
make critical analysis for parts on dietary habits, sport 
injuries and safety precautions. 
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 4Level 4
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 4Level 4

評語

對包括人體、體適能和營養、及運動創傷的強身健體主題有
充分理解。

能就大部分問題提供正確答案。能指出三個體適能元素及相
應的測檢方法。能指出並解釋不健康飲食習慣；處理傷者的
措施及紅腫的原因；及健體中心預防性安全措施。

透過不健康飲食習慣、處理傷者及健體中心預防性安全的論
點，顯示能建基有關強身健體的理論及原理作出批判性的分

析。
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 3Level 3
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 3Level 3

評語

對包括人體、體適能和營養、及運動創傷的強身健體主題有
清楚理解。

能就部分問題提供正確而詳盡的答案。能指出體適能元素，
但未能指出相應的測檢方法。能指出一些不健康飲食習慣，
但未能作出解釋。能指出並解釋處理傷者的措施及紅腫的原
因。能指出並解釋預防性安全措施。

透過處理傷者及預防性安全的論點顯示出能解釋強身健體的
理論及原理。
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 2Level 2
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 2Level 2

Comments

Showing basic knowledge and understanding on the theme 
of Body Maintenance which covers Human Body, Fitness 
and Nutrition, and Sport Injuries.

Able to provide accurate answers to some parts of the 
question. Able to list the physical fitness components their 
corresponding assessment tests. Able to list a few unhealthy 
dietary habits, but fail to give explanations on them. Able to 
list measures to cure the patient, but fail to give explanations
on them.

Unable to list precautionary safety measures and the lack of 
explanation and elaboration on other answers provided. 
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 1Level 1
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Exemplars Exemplars –– Level 1Level 1

Comments

Showing minimal knowledge and understanding on the 
theme of Body Maintenance which covers Human Body, 
Fitness and Nutrition, and Sport Injuries.

Able to provide accurate answers to some minor parts of the 
question. Able to list one physical fitness component and its 
corresponding assessment test only. Able to list a few 
unhealthy dietary habits, but fail to give explanations on 
them. Able to list a few precautionary safety measures, but 
fail to give explanations on them.

Fail to give correct measures to cure the patient. Answers 
provided lack of explanation and elaboration. 
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SRR Information PackageSRR Information Package

Comprehensive guide in SRR (Booklet 
with CD)

Assessment framework

Sample papers

Level descriptors

Marking guidelines

Exemplars with comments

To school by Jun 2009
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Thank you!


